
A  at B  with C  by D  for

Q1

A  drop B  fall C  hang D  low

Q2

A  wall B  ceiling C  floor D  roof

Q3

A  mysterious B  mystery C  mysteriously D  mystify

Q4

A  thought B  mind C  idea D  think

Q5

A  frozen B  freezing C  freezes D  frees

Q6

A  pieces B  piece C  peace D  peaces

Q7

A  angle B  angel C  angelic D  angles

Q8

A  beneficiaries B  benefit C  benefits D  benefited

Q9

A  free B  freer C  freedom D  freed

Q10

Computers

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

How are you getting on ..... your new computer?

Not too bad but sometimes I just can't get the ..... of it.

Do you mean it drives you up the .....?

Well, not that often but there are things that completely ..... me.

What sort of things do you have in .....?

Well, take the times when everything ......

Yes, I know what you mean that's when you'd like to smash it to ......

Never mind, most of the time it behaves like a little ......

And just think of all the ..... you get from having one.

Personally I'm looking forward to my holidays when I'll be ..... of it for two weeks!
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ANSWERS: Computers

How are you getting on ..... your new computer?

B  with

Not too bad but sometimes I just can't get the ..... of it.

C  hang

Do you mean it drives you up the .....?

A  wall

Well, not that often but there are things that completely ..... me.

D  mystify

What sort of things do you have in .....?

B  mind

Well, take the times when everything ......

C  freezes

Yes, I know what you mean that's when you'd like to smash it to ......

A  pieces

Never mind, most of the time it behaves like a little ......

B  angel

And just think of all the ..... you get from having one.

C  benefits

Personally I'm looking forward to my holidays when I'll be ..... of it for two weeks!

A  free
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